
About The Practice

Thank you for being curious about Enlightened Spines and the unique form of chiropractic that
I practice here.Before our first visit I want to mention a couple of things that will let you know if
this is indeed the type of care you are looking for.Network spinal care is all about updating,
upgrading, clearing out, and installing new programs in your nervous system ( to use a
computer analogy). This work is about bringing online new energy and information that allows
us to make changes in our growth and expansion.

Symptom relief can be a side effect, but the main goal or aim isn’t to make pain
disappear(physical or emotional) , it is to create an enhanced connection with you, your body,
your spine, and your life. Pain going away without understanding its gifts or making necessary
life changes that your body was alerting you to is not what this work is about.

Sometimes we are unsure of what changes need to be made, or we don't have the energy to
make them happen and that's fine, we can uncover those things but it is definitely a partnership
where the client is taking responsibility for their own well being also.

In terms of a time investment, I recommend clients do an initial intake (60 mins) and then 6
continuing care visits(15 mins) with me in a period of 3-4weeks ( think a 2x week gym or yoga
schedule- it takes input to get output).

After this we reassess and the client can make an informed decision of what they want to do
next moving forward and what that looks like in terms of this work. Previously I would
recommend 12 visits for someone diving into this work, however, I believe you will be able to
make your own mind up about that.

My opening hours are

Mon 10-1:30  3-6:30
Tues 10-1:30 3-6:30
Thurs 10-1:30 3-7:00
and every second Saturday 11-1pm

Please ask me any questions you may have, and if this is a big yes for you that's great! Due to
Enlightened Spines full calendar I am making sure people are in the right place before you
come in. I am always excited to welcome new clients who feel inspired and know this is the time
to make a change, we all need a little helping hand sometimes and I hope my hands can be of
service to you in this way. At this time I am taking a pause from more new clients for a few
weeks due to being booked at max capacity. If you are still interested I will take your details and
let you know when I open up again, or someone cancels ( which does often happen).

Yours in health & expansion,
Gabriele


